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welcome

this is the literary Consultancy’s third writing in a digital age literary 
Conference, and we are delighted once again to be hosting a line-
up of remarkably talented speakers and other representatives from 
highly innovative organisations who bring with them a broad range of 
experience from both the traditional and new-fangled publishing world. 

as manuscript assessors working at literature’s coal-face, tlC’s job is to 
keep a steady eye on where value for capable and excellent writers, both 
in terms of quality of experience as well as economics, is to be found. 
our conference is designed to provide an inspiring and information-
packed few days to bring delegates up to date with their options. 

as is now well observed, the technological revolution continues to stir up 
the ways in which writers and readers find one another, and raise many 
questions, in particular about the role of gatekeepers. is becoming a 
self-published writer (or authorpreneur) a route a writer should consider, 
and if so at what stage? or do most writers still crave the support of 
a literary agent, and traditional publisher? is it possible to have both? 
what kind of writing thrives, or suffers, in the brave new world? what 
kind of lessons have publishers learned from what self-publishing has 
shown them? 

our speaker line-up, which includes the pioneering ‘hybrid’ author Cory 
doctorow as keynote speaker, self-publishing successes Polly Courtney, 
rachel abbott and Joanna Penn as well as successful publishers with 
many years’ experience such as Bloomsbury’s alexandra Pringle, faber 
& faber’s stephen Page and United agents’ James gill, will help address 
these questions, and many more.

thank you to all our speakers, and to you for coming, and also kobo 
writing life for their sponsorship of the Pen factor writing Competition 
this year, along with our distinguished partners, the royal society of 
literature, alli, and media partner, The Guardian. 

sign up to our newsletter via www.literaryconsultancy.co.uk and follow 
us on twitter at @tlCUk to keep in touch and continue the conversation. 

all very best and thank you for attending, 

Rebecca Swift
Co-founder and director of the literary Consultancy

it will be surprising to almost nobody that, three years since our first 
conference, evolution in the relation between ‘digital’ and ‘traditional’ 
forms of publishing has been rapid, and continues to disrupt. But 
disruption in our content industries is more often than not a good thing 
for the audience, or the readers, and much more challenging for the 
industries established to serve them. literature and storytelling are as 
exciting as they have ever been, but there are signs of traditional literary 
industries feeling the strain.
 
disruption could be viewed as really just another word for innovation, 
or an inevitable by-product of it. in the case of literature, many authors 
are increasingly finding their voice, and publishers (not all, but most) 
have found exciting ways to engage with new and old work. Predictably, 
however, attempts at combining technology with writing can also leave a 
lot to be desired. large questions remain about how to make technology 
which delivers and sells work better for writers, especially with an 
explosion in the market of services and support networks. 

what i love about being a part of these three days is the chance to catch 
up with what is happening in such a rapidly changing environment. we 
have so many fantastic speakers with a lot to offer into these discussions, 
and many successes (and failures) to trumpet. i hope it helps to offer 
some answers, throw up new questions, and leave you feeling resolved 
and clearer in how you can make writing in the digital age work for you.
 
Jon Slack
Conference co-curator

Jon sLaCk
Co - CUR AToR oF  THE  

L I T ER ARY CoNFERENCE 

@JonSlack
@BMSoc
@ausnzfestival

reBeCCa swifT
Co - FoUNdER ANd d IRECToR oF  

THE  L I T ER ARY CoNSULTANCY

@TLCUK
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regisTraTion & 
Coffee
9.00–9.30am

weLCome
9.30–9.40am

LUnCh (provided)
12.00–1.15pm

Coffee Break
3.45–4.00pm

drinks & 
neTworking 
(provided)
5.20–6.00pm

Coffee Break
2.30–2.45pm

keynoTe from 
Cory doCTorow
9.40–10.20am

author and renowned digital publishing pioneer, 
Cory doctorow will inspire, inform, and 
challenge in a dynamic opening talk about his 
creative experiments on and offline, and address 
head-on the thorny question of ‘intellectual 
Property in a digital age’.

#TLC14 indUsTry 
snaPshoT
With Nielsen Book presentation 

10.20am–12.00pm
Steve Bohme (nielsen Book), James Gill 
(United agents), Stephen Page (faber & 
faber), diego Marano (kobo writing life) 
and The Guardian’s Claire Armitstead 
(Chair) will reflect on another huge year of 
change for the book trade – one which has 
seen the firm establishment of self-publishing 
as a required consideration for all book 
businesses. as the ‘normalisation’ of digital 
within publishing continues, what levels of 
disruption and continuation can we expect in 
the year to come?

mirror, mirror, 
on The waLL
authors, publishers, and lessons 
from the past

1.15–2.30pm

the digital age has arguably given more power 
back to the author, who now has the choice 
to ‘go it alone’. this panel chaired by Claire 
Squires (Professor of Publishing, stirling 
University), will explore the author-publisher 
relationship, with Alexandra Pringle 
(Bloombury), Alison Baverstock (Publishing, 
kingston University), and Rebecca Abrams 
(award-winning author and journalist).

fUnding for 
wriTers
grants, awards, and other 
opportunities for writers

2.45–3.45pm

the Uk is fortunate in that it still enjoys a 
relatively high level of arts funding. it is not 
always obvious, however, where writers should 
go if they are seeking financial support for 
worthwhile projects. this practical session, 
chaired by Nico Macdonald (media futures) 
invites speakers including Gemma Seltzer 
from arts Council england, Sarah Baxter 
from the society for authors, and Joanna 

13 June

The age of 
PossiBiLiTy
making the words go further

4.00–5.15pm
a panel of key publishing visionaries will 
demonstrate how new business models 
and technologies are making it possible to 
produce the same stories across a range 
of different formats, taking advantage of 
new (and sometimes old) technologies to 
tell stories in different ways. Chaired by 
Jon Slack, speakers are david Varela, 
Frances Bickmore (Canongate) and John 
Mitchinson (Unbound).

sUmmings UP 
from The day 
wiTh reBeCCa 
swifT & Jon sLaCk
5.15–5.20pm

welcome from tlC director Rebecca Swift 
and Co-Curator Jon Slack

Ellis from the writing Platform to bring you up 
to date about what kinds of funds and awards 
are available.
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LUnCh (provided)
1.00–2.15pm

Coffee Break
12.00–12.15pm

drinks & 
neTworking 
(provided)
5.20–6.00pm

The wriTer in The 
maChine
self-publishers, and how they do it

10.00am–12.00pm
in this critically useful session for all interested in 
how self-publishing really works, orna Ross 
(Chair), pioneering founder of the alliance of 
independent authors will be joined by author 
and marketing guru Joanna Penn and self-
published writers Rachel Abbott and Polly 
Courtney, to examine three different types of 
writers capable of achieving success without a 
mainstream publishing house. You will be given 
a chance to discover where you fit into the new 
publishing picture, whether you are a writer, or 
another literary professional.

Canon TaLes
4.00–5.15pm

Canon tales is a rapid-fire look at the stories 
behind the Uk’s top players in the world of 
literature and digital: Kamila Shamsie 
(author and journalist), Max Porter (granta 
Books), Maggie Fergusson (director of the 
rsl and author), Chris Gribble (director of 
writers’ Centre norwich), daniel Cooper 
(former amazon Head of kindle Publishing 
and self-published author), Katy darby (liars’ 
league), Hannah Sheppard (dHH literary 
agency) and graphic novelist/film writer Mike 
Carey (dC, marvel Comics). these inspiring 
industry players will talk about what has 
motivated their careers using 20 images each 
lasting precisely 21 seconds each. 

Pen faCTor 
winners
Sponsored by Kobo Writing Life

2.15–2.35pm

tlC manager Aki Schilz and diego 
Marano from kobo writing life will 
summarise findings from the Pen factor 
competition and announce the winners. short-
listed writers will benefit from an industry 
feedback session on sunday 15 June.keynoTe By Piers 

aLexander 
With epubli

12.15–12.35pm
Piers Alexander, author and serial 
entrepreneur, will describe his adventures 
in publishing since winning last year’s Pen 
factor writing Competition. we are delighted 
to welcome him back, and look forward to 
sharing his top ten tips with the audience. 
Piers also launches his book The Bitter Trade on 
12 June 2014, but will have exclusive advance 
copies at the literary Conference.

12.35–1.00pm

Jörg dörnemann, Ceo of epubli, chosen 
publishing platform of Piers Alexander, will 
tell us how they work and how you should think 

whose oPinion 
is iT anyway?
Book reviewing in the 21st century 

2.35–3.50pm
Bloggers have increased their influence and 
readerships exponentially in recent years, 
meanwhile various reviewing platforms have 
undergone intense scrutiny. this key session 
will consider the full range of reviewing options 
for writers, including the traditional, with a 
panel made up of book blogging’s first lady, 
dovegreyreader, writer Sam Leith, 
founder of readysteadyBook and Head of 
digital for Quercus Books, Mark Thwaite 
and Chair, bibliophile Paul Blezard.

14 June

sUmmings UP 
from The day 
wiTh reBeCCa 
swifT & Jon sLaCk
5.15–5.20pm

if you want to break into a foreign language 
market, with specific reference to the german 
language market. Coffee Break

3.50–4.00pm
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BonUs day15 June

sunday is designed to offer a range of activities 
for writers, and you will have pre-signed up to 
sessions. in addition tlC, alli, amazon kdP & 
Createspace, Completely novel, epubli, kobo 
writing life, liars’ league, and the rsl will 
have stands in the main hall, for you to drop in 
and chat to representatives. we encourage you 
to mingle, ask questions, learn and enjoy. 

Lecture theatre 
Pen faCTor 
wriTer–agenT 
PiTChing
10.15am–2.00pm
diego Marano of kobo writing life, Pen 
factor sponsors 2014, will talk about kwl’s 
work and introduce the fifteen shortlisted 
writers who will pitch their work to a panel 
of literary agents, chaired by tlC director 
Rebecca Swift. writers will pitch in groups 
of three x 25 minute sessions, followed by a 
short Q&a, and various chances to network. 
we highly recommend you dip in to this event, 
as it is buzzy, fun, and you can learn how 
literary agents (Lorella Belli, Heather 
Holden-Brown, Chris Wellbelove from 
greene & Heaton, Hannah Sheppard from 
dHH literary agency, and Tom Witcomb 
from Blake friedmann literary agency) think 
and what they are looking for. 

main hall 
koBo wriTing Life 
one-to-one advice sessions 

11.30am–1.30pm
this year’s Pen factor writing Competition 
sponsor, kobo writing life will be holding 
one-to-one advisory sessions about publishing 
through their platform, and how kobo writing 
life can help. advisory sessions will be 
scheduled in 20 minute slots.

main hall 
amazon kdP & 
CreaTesPaCe 
one-to-one advice sessions 

11.00am–2.00pm
if you’re interested in publishing through 
amazon kdP & Createspace but are not sure, 
or have questions on the processes, amazon 
kdP & Createspace representatives will be at 
the conference to help. advisory sessions will 
be scheduled in 20 minute slots.

main hall 
ePUBLi 
one-to-one advice sessions 

11.00am–2.00pm
epubli are a german self-publishing company, 
a part of the Holtzbrinck Publishing group. 
they will talk to you about their publishing 
model, about how they can help you publish 
and reach all the e-reading platforms. advisory 
sessions will be scheduled in 20 minute slots.

astor room 
aBoUT ediTing
11.00am–1.30pm
richard sheehan, professional copy-editor and 
proofreader (sfeP), will be providing group 
sessions in which he introduces the different types 
of editing available to both independent and 
traditionally published writers, and discusses the 
role of the editor in the industry. sessions run for 
half an hour on the hour, organised in groups.

main hall 
ComPLeTeLy noveL
one-to-one advice sessions 

11.00am–2.00pm
Completely novel are a friendly online 
community specialising in print-on-demand self-
publishing and advice for authors. Uk-based, 
they seek to help writers publish and promote 
books, operating on an affordable monthly 
subscription. advisory sessions will take place 
in 20 minute slots.

hetherington or garvin  
meeting room 

aLLianCe of 
indePendenT 
aUThors (aLLi) 
one-to-one advice sessions 

11.00am–2.00pm

alli representatives have a wealth of 
experience and will be at the conference to 
give you invaluable advice about whether self-
publishing is for you, and if so how you can 
get the best out of it. advisory sessions will be 
scheduled in 20 minute slots.

sassoon Beer boardroom 

rsL masTerCLass
With Bernardine Evaristo

10.00am–1.00pm
Bernardine Evaristo will run a three- 
hour masterclass run by the royal society  
of literature (rsl) in association with the 
Booker Prize foundation, about how to  
create characters our readers will want to 
know about.

Please note we provide refreshments but not 
lunch on the Bonus Day so please bring a 
sandwich or there are cafes nearby.

10.00am–2.00pm
With optional literary walk to the 
Southbank Centre 2.00–3.00pm

#TLC14

the day will end with a walk, for all who 
are interested, to the southbank Centre on 
the thames, so we can continue the literary 
conversation, stretch our legs, and end up with a 
late lunch or cup of tea by the river and possibly 
some fun at the free rioja tapas festival .
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rachel launched her first novel Only the Innocent in november 2011. 
the book reached number one in the kindle store three months later and 
held that position for four weeks. it also reached number one in the Us 
kindle store in august 2013 and is being translated into several foreign 
languages. since then, rachel released her second book, The Back 
Road, in 2013 and book three – Sleep Tight – is launched in february 
2014. rachel lives in the Channel islands, on the small island of alderney 
where she writes full time.

raCheL aBBoTT
@Rachel_Abbott
www.rachel-abbott.com

reBeCCa aBrams
www.rebeccaabrams.co.uk

rebecca's fiction debut, Touching Distance, was published to critical 
acclaim in 2008 and was shortlisted for the 2009 mckitterick Prize for 
literature. she is also the author of several successful non-fiction titles, 
including The Playful Self and When Parents Die, an established classic 
in its field. rebecca teaches creative writing at the University of oxford, 
and is a former tutor for the writing Programme at the University of 
warwick. a columnist on the Daily Telegraph for a number of years, she 
is a recipient of an amnesty international Press award, and a regular 
contributor to the Financial Times, the Guardian and other publications.

Piers aLexander
@thebittertrade
www.piersalexander.com

Piers’s debut novel, The Bitter Trade, is out as an ebook, and the 
paperback will be unveiled at the 2014 writing in a digital age 
conference. He is also a serial media entrepreneur and a member of 
tlC’s advisory group.

CLaire armiTsTead
@carmitstead
www.guardian.co.uk/books

Claire is literary editor of the Guardian. she was previously arts editor, 
having worked as a theatre critic for the Ham & High, the Financial 
Times and the Guardian. as an author, she has contributed essays to 
New Performance and Women: A Cultural Review. she makes regular 
appearances on radio and television as a cultural commentator on 
literature and the arts.

dr aLison 
BaversToCk
@alisonbav
www.alisonbaverstock.com

alison is Course leader for ma Publishing at kingston University. she 
has researched and written widely about publishing and writing but of 
late her particular research interest has become self-publishing. she is 
the author of the seminal The Naked Author (Bloomsbury) and since 
publication has extended her research with further detailed explorations 
of those involved in self-publishing, whether in practice or in servicing the 
market. self-publishers emerge as proficient, well resourced and perhaps 
most interestingly, very well satisfied by the process. she looks forward to 
sharing her latest findings.

the society of authors is a membership organisation which has been 
serving the interests of professional writers since 1884. today it has 
more than 9,000 members and associates across all areas of the writing 
profession. the soa campaigns for improved terms and changes in 
legislation, and offers advice to its members on all aspects of writing, 
including contract-vetting. in addition, it administers awards for fiction, 
non-fiction and poetry, and offers grants to authors for works in progress. 
sarah advises on contracts and publishing issues, and manages 
applications for emergency financial assistance from the society’s 
charitable funds.

sarah BaxTer
@Soc_of_Authors
www.societyofauthors.org



lorella worked for various publishers and literary agencies before setting 
up her own agency in 2002. Particularly interested in first-time authors, 
journalists, multi-cultural writing and books with international appeal 
and potential, she represents several award-winning and bestselling 
authors of both fiction and non-fiction. lBla also sells Uk rights on behalf 
of a number of Us co-agents and translation rights on behalf of British 
publishers, agents and successful self-published authors.

LoreLLa BeLLi
www.lorellabelliagency.com

franCis 
BiCkmore
@kinhead
www.canongate.tv

francis has worked in publishing since 1998. He is Publishing director 
at Canongate Books where he has edited and published, amongst others, 
scarlett thomas, Yann martel, Carol Birch, nick Cave, geoff dyer, david 
Byrne, matt Haig, JJ abrams, Philip Pullman and as Byatt.

PaUL BLezard-
gymer
@PaulBlezard

Paul is a broadcaster, writer and commentator on books and authors 
and has chaired events at literary festivals from Hay to dubai. His debut 
novel Saving Grace, set during his time as the literary editor of The 
Lady magazine, is being published this year by crowd-funding publisher, 
Unbound. see www.unbound.co.uk for details on how to pledge.

sTeve Bohme
@StevenBohme
www.nielsenbook.co.uk

steve joined nielsen when nielsen acquired the business intelligence 
and commerce solutions products from Bowker in 2013. steve worked 
at Bowker market research (previously Bml) since 1994, becoming 
research manager in 1996 and research director in 2001. steve has 
managed the Books and Consumers survey since 1997, as well as a wide 
variety of other qualitative and quantitative research projects relating to 
the book market, and to reading and buying habits. steve is a member 
of the market research society (mrs).

keLLy BUTLer
@AmazonKDP
www.kdp.amazon.com

kelly Butler is a technical account manager at amazon Uk. with past 
experience in both publishing and it, she recently transitioned from three 
years with Createspace, located in Charleston, south Carolina, to kdP  
in london.

mike writes comic books, novels, tV and movie screenplays. He currently 
writes The Unwritten for dC Vertigo comics and Suicide Risk for Boom 
studios. as m.r. Carey he wrote The Girl With All the Gifts, a post-
apocalyptic coming of age story which he is currently adapting into a 
movie with support from the Bfi. He also co-writes with his wife linda 
and their daughter louise. their latest novel, House Of War and Witness, 
will be released by gollancz in June 2014.

mike Carey
@michaelcarey191

7 w r i t i n g  i n  a  d i g i ta l  ag e  2 014SPEAKERS  B – C
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daniel hails from nottinghamshire and first worked with the literary 
Consultancy while developing a literary travelogue following in the 
footsteps of d.H. lawrence. He worked for amazon for ten years, mostly 
at its seattle head office, finishing up as Head of kindle direct Publishing 
europe. Under his pen name daniel Pembrey, he writes psychological 
suspense stories. susan Hill remarked: “daniel Pembrey tells a cracking 
tale with verve and style.” His corporate thriller The Candidate became 
the number one thriller short story on amazon.co.uk. You can find him 
on his amazon author page, facebook and twitter. 

danieL CooPer
@DPemb
danielpembrey.com

PoLLy CoUrTney
@PollyCourtney
www.pollycourtney.com

Polly is the author of six novels as well as a regular commentator on 
tV and radio. she made her name in 2006 with Golden Handcuffs, a 
semi-autobiographical account of life in the square mile. Her subsequent 
page-turners have tackled sexism, racism, lads’ mags, fame culture and 
the wealth divide. in late 2011, on the publication of her fifth novel, 
Courtney famously walked out on her publisher, HarperCollins, frustrated 
by the ‘chick lit’ covers assigned to her books. she went on to self-publish 
Feral Youth, a compelling story set during the london riots and told from 
the perspective of a disenfranchised 15-year-old girl.

kaTy darBy
@katydarbywriter
www.liarsleague.com

katy’s stories have been read on BBC radio 4, and appeared in 
magazines including Stand, Mslexia, Slice, The Lampeter Review, the 
warwick review and the arvon and fish anthologies. she has a Ba in 
english from oxford University and an ma in Creative writing from Uea, 
where she won the david Higham award. she teaches writing at City 
University, edited Litro short fiction magazine and co-runs liars’ league, 
a short story reading night. Penguin published her debut novel The 
Unpierced Heart (previously The Whores’ Asylum) in 2012.

Cory doCTorow
@doctorow
www.craphound.com

Cory is a science fiction author, activist, journalist and blogger — the 
co-editor of Boing Boing (boingboing.net) and the author of young adult 
novels like Homeland, Pirate Cinema and Little Brother and novels for 
adults like rapture of the nerds and makers. He is the former european 
director of the electronic frontier foundation and co-founded the Uk 
open rights group. Born in toronto, Canada, he now lives in london.

JÖrg 
dÖrnemann
@joergdoernemann
@epubli
www.epubli.co.uk

Jörg has been working at the intersection of “old” and “new” media for 
many years – first as a BCg strategy consultant, then as director strategy 
& research at mtV networks. in 2007 he joined the leadership team 
of Holtzbrinck digital. since 2010 Jörg is the Ceo of epubli, a leading 
platform for self-Publishing and Print-on-demand.

Joanna is Coo at the literary Platform, an agency that works with 
publishers, developers, literary organisations and academic institutions 
on digital publishing projects. the literary Platform also runs two projects 
for writers: the writing Platform, a website and live events programme 
aimed at equipping – and inspiring writers in the digital age; and the 
Jerwood fiction Uncovered Prize, which champions the best of British 
fiction writing.

Joanna eLLis
@thelitplatform
www.theliteraryplatform.com

© Jon Cartwright

© Jonathan worth

© marcus Bastel
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darren is the Uk manager for kindle direct Publishing. He has worked 
in the books industry for over 20 years in a variety of bookselling roles 
before joining the kindle team in early 2014.

darren hardy
@AmazonKDP
www.kdp.amazon.com

Bernardine 
evarisTo
@bernardineEvari
www.bevaristo.com

award-winning author Bernardine’s seven books of fiction and verse 
fiction include Mr Loverman (Penguin 2013) and Blonde Roots (Penguin 
2008). two of her novels have been adapted into BBC r4 plays since 
2012. she is a literary critic, editor of anthologies and has judged many 
literary prizes. she has a Phd in Creative writing from goldsmiths and 
is reader in Creative writing at Brunel University london. she is a fellow 
of the royal society of literature, and the royal society of arts, and she 
was made an mBe in 2009.

maggie 
fergUsson
www.rslit.org

maggie is director of the royal society of literature (for which she has 
worked since 1992) and literary editor of the economist bi-monthly 
magazine Intelligent Life. Her first book, George Mackay Brown: The 
Life, won the saltire first Book Prize, the marsh Biography award and 
the scottish arts Council Biography award, and was Yorkshire Post non-
fiction Book of the Year. she has also written a biography of michael 
morpurgo, and worked for many years as a freelance journalist.

James giLL
@jimsnotontwitter
www.unitedagents.co.uk

Jim is a partner at United agents. He began working in publishing in 1994 
in the mail room of Bloomsbury Publishing before moving into editorial. He 
had his first job in a literary agency with a. m. Heath & Co. in 1997, and 
has worked in representation ever since. Jim joined Peters fraser & dunlop 
as an assistant in the summer of 1999 and was a founding member of 
United agents at its inception in 2007. Jim acts for a broad range of 
authors of both fiction and non-fiction for the general-trade market. His 
clients include Chris Bryant, Justin Cartwright, margaret drabble, Patrick 
Hennessey, ian mortimer, Harry sidebottom, and Joanna trollope.

Chris is the Chief executive of writers’ Centre norwich where he’s leading 
the development of the national Centre for writing – a new space for 
literature, innovation and international collaboration in england’s UnesCo 
City of literature. after a Phd in german Poetry at manchester University, 
Chris was director of manchester Poetry festival then manchester literature 
festival. He’s a trustee of the international Cities of refuge network, 
was Co-Chair of the national association for literature development 
until 2012, and is an editorial Board member of the letters Page, Jon 
mcgregor’s University of nottingham-based creative writing journal.

Chris griBBLe
@WritersCentre
www.writerscentrenorwich.org.uk

Lynne haTweLL
@dovegreyreader
www.dovegreyreader.co.uk

lynne established her blog 'dovegreyreader scribbles' in 2006 as a 
means of staying sane in the frantic world of the nHs by sharing with 
a wider audience her lifelong love of books and pleasure in reading. 
a warm, welcoming and friendly online community has grown, where 
news of a good book can spread around the world in minutes. the joy 
is not only in the subjective, emotionally engaged and very personal 
nature of the writing but also the immediate feedback enjoyed via reader 
comments. life in the very beautiful and idyllic tamar Valley has never 
been quite the same since the day lynne first thought of writing it.

© adrian Pope
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sarah JUCkes
@CompletelyNovel
@sarahannjuckes
www.completelynovel.com

sam LeiTh
@questingvole

sarah is the Communications manager for the unique publishing  
platform, Completelynovel.com. she uses her experience working in  
self-publishing and being a writer herself, to advise and create new, 
exciting opportunities for authors. most recently, she pioneered a 
collaborative project with greene & Heaton literary agency, that will  
see top self-published books on Completelynovel sent to literary agents 
for consideration.

sam leith is a former literary editor of the Daily Telegraph, and 
contributes regularly to the Financial Times, Evening Standard, Guardian, 
Wall Street Journal, Spectator and Prospect. He’s the author of three 
nonfiction books: Dead Pets, Sod’s Law and You Talkin’ To Me? Rhetoric 
from Aristotle to Obama, and a novel, The Coincidence Engine.

hhb agency ltd was founded in 2005 by Heather Holden-Brown, a 
publishing editor for 20 years with waterstone’s, Harrap, BBC Books 
and Headline. the following year the agency became a member of 
the association of authors’ agents. Heather is a member of kingston 
University’s Publishers’ advisory Board and in 2004 assessed the food 
and cookery books for the andré simon memorial fund’s annual awards.

heaTher hoLden-
Brown
www.hhbagency.com

niCo 
maCdonaLd
@Nico_Macdonald
@MediaFutures
www.mediafutures.org.uk

nico consults on innovation, design and media with clients in publishing, 
broadcasting and telecommunications. He co-created the BBC innovation 
labs, and in 2008 founded and is co-director of media futures. the 
current media futures project, the future of Publishing, has encompassed 
Publish! a day of innovation on the future of the Book at the watershed 
in Bristol, a Book Hackday in london, and Publish! new adventures in 
innovation in london in 2013. He is author of What is Web Design?, 
published by rotoVision, and writes for publications including the RSA 
Journal, the Guardian, Blueprint and Creative Review. 

diego marano
@diegomarano
www.kobo.com/writinglife

diego is the kobo writing life manager in the Uk. Joining kobo after 
having worked in different roles across waterstones.com, John wiley & 
sons (Uk) and elsevier (italy), diego brings to the table a combination 
of technical skills, market awareness and ‘author-centric’ approach. 
Besides being the main point of contact for kobo writing life in the Uk, 
diego’s priority is to work within the author community to the end of 
elevating the presence and the success of authors published on kobo, 
actively contributing to generating a positive synergy amongst authors, 
booksellers and publishers.

© matt locke

John 
miTChinson
@johnmitchinson
@unbounders
www.unbound.co.uk

John is a writer and publisher. He was waterstones’s first marketing 
director before becoming md at the Harvill Press and then Cassell & 
Co. in 2001 he joined tV producer John lloyd to set up Qi ltd. they are 
currently producing the 11th series of the BBC tV show. John also writes 
a weekly Qi column in the Saturday Telegraph and is a Vice-President 
of the Hay festival. His latest venture is co-founding Unbound, the Uks 
first crowd-funded publishing house which won the 2011 futurebook 
innovation award for Best startup and has just been shortlisted as 
independent Publisher of the Year at the 2014 Bookseller awards.
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sTePhen Page
@stephenpub
www.faber.co.uk

stephen is Ceo of faber & faber and began his career in bookselling 
before moving into publishing. in 1994 he joined fourth estate, becoming 
managing director in 2000. in 2001 he joined faber as Ceo and in 2006 
faber won Publisher of the Year. He has been President of the Publishers’ 
association and gave the keynote address for world Book day in 2007. 
faber won independent Publisher of Year in 2011. He writes and speaks 
on the issue of independence in the industry and the effects of fast-moving 
technological developments on libraries, authors and publishing.

Joanna Penn
@thecreativepenn
www.thecreativepenn.com

J.f.Penn is the bestselling author of Desecration and the Arkane series 
of thrillers, as well as the number one bestseller How to Market a Book 
and Career Change published under Joanna Penn. Joanna’s site for 
writers, theCreativePenn.com has been voted one of the top 10 sites for 
writers three years running. she is a professional speaker on creative 
entrepreneurship, digital publishing and internet marketing, and has 
been voted one of the guardian top 100 creative professionals 2013.

max trained as an art historian, specialising in contemporary art, 
psychoanalysis and feminism. He was a bookseller for the london 
independent daunt Books. He opened two new branches and won the 
Young Bookseller of the Year award. in 2012 he joined granta Books as 
Commissioning editor. He is now senior editor, and one of the first novels 
he edited was eleanor Catton’s The Luminaries, which won the man 
Booker Prize. He acquires fiction and non-fiction for both the granta and 
Portobello imprints. He is a printed matter fetishist.

max PorTer
@maxjohnporter

Cherry is the author of two published collections of short stories, Mosaic 
of Air (arachne Press) and Tales Told Before Cockcrow (owP). she has 
completed one fantasy novel and is currently working on three more: 
science fiction, young adult and historical. Cherry started editing and 
publishing anthologies of short stories in august 2012 as arachne Press 
limited and has released four so far, mainly in collaboration with liars’ 
league. she runs writing workshops using neuro linguistic Programming 
and coaches and mentors writers.

Cherry PoTTs
@ArachnePress
www.arachnepress.com

 

aLexandra 
PringLe
@AlexandraPring
www.bloomsbury.com/uk/

alexandra is group editor-in-Chief of Bloomsbury. she began her career 
in publishing as editorial assistant on the art magazine art monthly and 
joined Virago Press in 1978 where she edited the Virago modern Classics 
series. in 1984 she was made editorial director. in 1990 she joined 
Hamish Hamilton as editorial director and four years later left publishing 
to become a literary agent. she joined Bloomsbury in 1999. Her list of 
authors includes donna tartt, Barbara trapido, richard ford, esther 
freud, margaret atwood and kamila shamsie. she is a Patron of index 
on Censorship and is organizer of literary events at the Chelsea arts Club.

orna ross
@OrnaRoss
@IndieAuthorALLI
www.ornaross.com

orna is an author-publisher. she writes stories, poems and the Go 
Creative! books and has been named ‘one of the 100 most influential 
people in publishing’ (the Bookseller), for her work as founder of the 
alliance of independent authors (alli). a long-time teacher of creative 
and imaginative practice, orna lives in london and writes, publishes and 
teaches around the globe. she has a dedicated belief in the power of the 
published word to transform and liberate. when she’s not writing, you’ll 
probably find her reading.

© sarah lee

© alix adams
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kamiLa shamsie
@kamilashamsie 

kamila is an author whose novels include Burnt Shadows, which has 
been translated into more than 20 languages and shortlisted for the 
orange Prize for fiction. Her sixth novel, A God in Every Stone, was 
published by Bloomsbury in april 2014, to great acclaim. she grew up 
in karachi, and now lives in london. she is a fellow of the royal society 
of literature.

gemma seLTzer
@gemseltz
www.artscouncil.org.uk

gemma is a relationship manager for literature at arts Council england, 
where she has responsibility for supporting the development of the 
literature sector in london, working with publishers, magazines and arts 
organisations. she advises all kinds of individual writers at all stages 
of their careers, to develop funding proposals and realise projects. 
Championing equality and diversity in literature, gemma is particularly 
keen to support artists less represented in the mainstream and exciting, 
innovative writer-led projects that find new ways to engage readers  
and audiences.

soPhie sChmidT
@epubli
www.epubli.co.uk

sophie has been working in the publishing industry since 2011. after 
finalizing her bachelor’s degree in media economy she joined the epubli 
team as a marketer and event manager. Currently she is studying applied 
literature science in Berlin and supports epubli in the Uk market.

riChard sheehan
@RichardMSheehan

richard is a freelance copy-editor and proofreader. His clients include 
many trade publishers as well as an increasing number of self-publishers, 
and he is a member of the society for editors and Proofreaders. He has 
also written both fiction and non-fiction for a number of years and has 
edited the Philip roth society newsletter since 2008.

Hannah has worked in publishing for over a decade, starting her career 
at macmillan Children’s Books before moving to Hachette to run the Ya 
and Crossover list at Headline. in 2013 she moved to the dHH literary 
agency to build her client list – she has a particular focus on Children’s 
and Ya but is lucky enough to have an open brief so she can take on any 
project she falls in love with. Hannah relishes the editorial process and 
is passionate about stories and helping writers to develop their ideas for 
commercial success.

hannah 
shePPard
@YA_Books
www.dhhliteraryagency.com

© salma raza

CLaire sQUires
@ClaireSquires
@stirpublishing
www.publishing.stir.ac.uk

Claire is Professor of Publishing studies and director of the stirling 
Centre for international Publishing and Communication at the University 
of stirling. Her publications include Marketing Literature: the Making of 
Contemporary Writing in Britain and the forthcoming Cambridge History 
of the Book in Britain Volume 7: The Twentieth Century and Beyond. Her 
research includes the aHrC digital transformations r&d project ‘the 
Book Unbound: disruption and disintermediation in the digital age’ and 
the nesta/aHrC/Creative scotland-funded Creates. she previously 
worked at Hodder Headline publishers.
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david vareLa
@writingstudio
www.davidvarela.com

amy TiPPer
@AmazonKDP
www.kdp.amazon.com

david specialises in writing and sometimes producing interactive 
projects, bringing together games, theatre and video. david’s recent work 
includes writing the ios game sherlock: the network, starring Benedict 
Cumberbatch and martin freeman and a series of site-specific plays 
called the seed for the 2012 Cultural olympiad; script consultancy on 
chart-topping mobile game Zombies, run! (nominated for a writers’ 
guild award). david teaches residential courses for arvon and speaks at 
film schools, universities, festivals and conferences around the world.

Chris joined greene & Heaton literary agency in 2010. He had gained 
experience working previously at Blake friedmann, in editorial at 
Palgrave macmillan, and at old street Publishing. He represents writers 
of fiction and non-fiction, and has a particular interest in literary fiction, 
crime and thrillers, popular science and history, and sports books. Chris 
has close contact with television production companies and broadcasters, 
and a burgeoning list of presenter clients.

amy is the kindle relationship manager at amazon Uk. she has worked 
in the book industry for ten years, on both the retail and publishing sides, 
and has been on the kindle team at amazon since the first kindle device 
was launched in the Uk in august 2010.

mark is the founder and managing editor of the Uk-based literary 
website readysteadyBook, described by The Times newspaper as “one 
of the best places on the web for clever, wise, sparky book-related 
discussions and reviews”. since october 2010, mark has been the Head 
of online at the award-winning Quercus Books. mark is also a non-
executive director with the poetry publisher Carcanet Press, described as 
“one of the outstanding independent literary publishers of our time”.

mark ThwaiTe
@readysteadybook
www.readysteadybook.com

tom joined the Blake friedmann literary agency in 2009 as Book 
department assistant, then assistant to Julian friedmann and isobel 
dixon. He is now working as an agent and actively building his client list. 
tom is looking in particular for Children’s and Ya writing, fantasy and 
sci-fi, as well as adult genre and upmarket commercial fiction, and some 
non-fiction. His tastes are varied, but he’s always looking out for great 
storytelling, interesting characters, unique voices and great writing. He’s 
also a bit of a comic book nerd.

Chris weLLBeLove
@ChrisWellbelove
www.greeneheaton.co.uk

Tom wiTComB
@TWitcomb
www.blakefriedmann.co.uk
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tHe literarY ConsUltanCY
the literary Consultancy, founded in 1996, was the first company to offer writers working at any 
level the full attention of a professional editor. since inception, it has flourished and diversified, and 
now offers an international mentoring service and a range of literary events. it provides access 
to first-class editorial help, and continues to find innovative ways to advise writers about their 
publishing options and keep track of literary value. tlC is supported by arts Council england, 
through which it operates the national free read scheme for low-income, high quality writers, and 
is a founding member of the free word Centre.

tHe team
rebecca worked at Virago Press before co-founding the literary Consultancy with Hannah 
griffiths in 1996. she is now sole director of tlC, which is the most established editorial 
assessment service in the Uk, providing in-depth critiques to writers, mentoring, and events at the 
free word Centre, of which tlC is a founding member. tlC is supported by arts Council england, 
through which it operates the free read scheme. rebecca also works as a writer. Her publications 
include, as editor, two books with Chatto & windus, poems in various anthologies, an opera 
libretto and dickinson: Poetic lives (Hesperus Press 2011) an article ‘generations’ for granta 
online June 2011. 

Jon has more than a decade of experience working in the book trade. a former sYP Chair (2009), 
he is involved in a number of projects in addition to co-producing the literary Conference that 
include creating and directing the australia and new Zealand festival of literature and the arts 
in london, the south asian literature festival and south asian literature reading Campaign; and 
ongoing development with the Book marketing society. He's also been chair of the society of 
Young Publishers, and worked in sales, marketing and publicity roles at taschen, transworld and 
aurum Press, as well as Borders in his home town of adelaide, before it all went belly up. 

aki is tlC’s editorial services manager. she has a Bachelor in english and french literature 
from the University of oxford, and an ma in Creative writing with distinction from Bath spa 
University, where she was editor-in-Chief of the official Creative writing anthology, ARC. Before 
joining tlC in 2013, aki completed internships at granta, Literary Review and Jessica kingsley 
Publishers, and worked as a freelance copywriter and workshop facilitator specialising in literacy, 
poetry, and storytelling. aki is in charge of the day-to-day running of the tlC office and handles 
all submissions, manages the team of readers, co-ordinates the arts Council funded free read 
scheme, is responsible for the Chapter and Verse mentoring scheme, editing the content of the 
website and tlC’s marketing. Her fiction is represented by rogers, Coleridge and white.

Yen holds postgraduate degrees in english literature and international Business, and a Bachelors 
degree in Commercial music. Having enjoyed a vibrant career in music touring, education, 
and management, Yen started writing in 2008 and is interested in creating exciting stories in 
speculative and science fiction. Her work has featured in Eat and For Love and Poetry. she is 
currently working on novels which will be published by spectacle media Publishing group. Yen 
works for tlC on a part-time, freelance basis, and is assisting in managing this year’s literary 
Conference.

doug wallace, co-founder of Canon tales, started his publishing career as a ghostwriter but then 
became obsessed with graphic novels. He has worked for two award-winning independents: first 
as marketing director for selfmadeHero then as sales & marketing director for nobrow Press & 
flying eye Books. He has also worked as a Comms specialist and literature adviser for the British 
Council working across the middle east and non-eU europe. He works freelance as marketing 
consultant and re-locates to Cairo this september to establish a new international literary festival. 

reBeCCa 
swifT
@TLCUK

Jon 
sLaCk
@BMSoc
@JonSlack

aki 
sChiLz

yen ooi
@yenooi

doUg 
waLLaCe
@twittizenkane
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Partner 
statements 
Alliance of Independent Authors 
@indieauthoralli
allianceindependentauthors.org 

there are conferences about writing as craft and 
art; the importance of writing and literature; and 
the opportunities new technologies and platforms 
are offering today’s writers. this conference 
offers all of this in one. 

the alliance of independent authors is a 
global, nonprofit collective of independent 
self-publishing writers. they invite writers to 
join together in a spirit of mutual co-operation, 
empowerment and service to the reading and 
writing community. as well as encouraging ethics 
and excellence in writing, printing, publication 
and promotion, our aim is to promote, support, 
advocate for and advance the interests of 
independent, self-publishing authors. 

The Royal Society of Literature
@rsliterature | rslit.org

the royal society of literature is delighted to 
be involved in tlC’s third digital Conference: 
an opportunity to help build bridges between 
established and emerging writers, and to 
look to the literary future with tough-minded 
optimism. 

the royal society of literature, founded by 
george iV in 1820, celebrates and nurtures all 
that is best in British literature, past and present. 
the rsl organise roughly twenty events a year; 
make awards and grants to established and 
emerging writers; run regular masterclasses 
with the Booker Prize foundation; and 
campaign on issues affecting writers; and 
manage a schools outreach Programme. at 
the heart of the rsl is its fellowship, which 
encompasses the most distinguished authors 
working in the english language.

Pen faCtor 
sPonsor 
statement
Kobo Writing Life
@kobowritinglife | www.kobowritinglife.com

kobo writing life are glad to support tlC by 
sponsoring the Pen factor writing Competition. 
writing in a digital age represents an actual 
opportunity for writers, readers and publishing 
professionals to exchange ideas and share 
their perspectives. we are thrilled to take part 
in this event, sharing our values in such an 
insightful environment.

kobo writing life is kobo’s self-publishing 
platform launched in the summer of 2012, and 
allows authors to publish in over 60 languages 
across more than 140 countries. the kwl 
platform has been localised to the following 
languages: english, french, italian, german, 
spanish and dutch. kwl distinguishes 
itself by being free, open and collaborative. 
offering a user friendly experience and free 
file conversion to epub, kwl aims to help 
independent authors to engage with fans on 
a global scale through a top class e-reading 
service, and puts all aspects of publishing 
(editing, formatting, sales reports, marketing 
and distribution) in the hands of the writers, 
helping them maximise sales.

assoCiate 
statements
Amazon KdP & Createspace

the amazon team are looking forward to 
talking to authors at the tlC Conference about 
how to publish their books and find new 
readers around the world.

kindle direct Publishing is a free to use 
service that allows authors to publish their 
books within hours and make them available 
in amazon kindle stores around the world, 

giving them the opportunity to reach millions 
of readers. authors retain rights to their books 
and can earn 70% royalties from every sale. 
Createspace enables authors publish and 
distribute their printed books on amazon sites 
worldwide. fast and easy to use, Createspace 
offers authors industry-leading royalties 
while retaining the rights and creative control 
over their work with no upfront investment in 
inventory needed.

epubli

we are very much looking forward to meet 
all those inspiring authors and insightful 
speakers tlC manages to attract to the literary 
Conference. as well as talking to all the 
innovative and caring indie authors and to learn 
what they need for their professional work.

epubli is a young and fast growing company 
located in Berlin. our self–publishing platform 
has been supporting the work of independent 
authors since 2008. we offer print as well as 
eBook publishing and distribution through all 
major retailers worldwide, including apple, 
amazon, google, tolino and more. with 
epubli, authors have access to full financial 
transparency, the highest print–quality, and 
professional customer service and support. 
epubli is part of the Holtzbrinck Publishing 
group, one of the biggest enterprises in the 
german publishing market.

FREE WoRd
@freewordCentre | www.freewordcentre.com

free word is extremely proud of its association 
with tlC’s writing in a digital age Conference, 
which brings new audiences from the Uk and 
overseas. this is a unique, landmark event 
bringing together the traditional and digital 
publishing world. 

free word Centre is where reading, writing 
and free speech come together; a dynamic 
production house for literature, politics and 
ideas. located in the heart of london but with 
an international outlook, the free word Centre 
is home to nine resident organisations and over 
25 associates working across literature, literacy 
and free expression.
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www.LiTeraryConsULTanCy.Co.Uk

     @TLCUK     Th  Literary Consultancy


